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Churchill Downs: 2018 Spring Meeting 
Thirtieth Day: Saturday, June 16, 2018 
Post Time: 6:00 P.M. (Eastern) 
Churchill Spring 2018 Record: 272*-57-63-38—21%W, 58%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: (#3) Blue Prize (Arg) (7th race)—7-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#10) Kabella (9th race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)THIRSTFORLIFE: In fine fettle, placed in 8 of last 10 starts—3rd off sidelines  
(#2)BEHAVIORAL BIAS: 8-wide, just missed in tough heat in last; very consistent 
(#5)GUEST SUITE: Closer at his best over a racetrack with moisture; needs pace 
(#3)PIONEER SPIRIT: Finished in the money in 11-of-13 starts; capable off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-5-3 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)RUBY NOTION: Hooked salty crew off hiatus in last; improvement in cards  
(#3)EXCESSIVESPENDING: Handy, tough beat in last; third start of form cycle 
(#1)GIRLS KNOW BEST: Like that she rated and finished in last start; loves to win 
(#7)JUSTA LADY: Gets away from Triple Chelsea, likes CD turf; tighter, 5-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-1-7 
 



RACE THREE 
(#9)KEARNY COUNTY: Bred to relish the 2-turn stretch out; improving, upside  
(#4)OWN AGENDA: Split a pair of next-out winners last time; two-turn trip suits 
(#8)STUART HALL: Tough trip off the sidelines last time; tighter, picks up Lanerie 
(#5)MR CLASSICAL: Cut out to be a dirt router; 2nd off shelf, Mike Smith in irons 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-4-8-5 
 
RACE FOUR 
(#8)IPANEMA BEACH: Salty form outside of graded stakes races—turf x-factor  
(#4)BLESSED UNION: Polytrack-to-turf angle on the money; eventful trip in last 
(#1)JING: Done little wrong, but beaten chalk in 3 starts—start away from best? 
(#9)BRENDA’S FEVER: Consistent filly has been denied as the favorite in past 2 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-4-1-9 
 
RACE FIVE—Matt Winn Stakes (G3) 
(#7)AX MAN: Won his 2-turn starts by combined 15+ lengths; holds all the aces  
(#5)COMBATANT: Toss last in the slop—broke from parking lot; 8.5F on point 
(#6)TIZ MISCHIEF: He has never been worse that second in Louisville; turf-to-dirt 
(#3)FUNNY DUCK: He has improved with blinkers; Pat Day Mile win slop aided? 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-5-6-3 
 
RACE SIX—Wise Dan Stakes (G2T) 
(#4)WORLD APPROVAL: The class of the field; 3-for-3 with Johnny V. in the boot  
(#1)DIVISIDERO: Horse for the course is a 2-time G1 winner in Louisville; tighter 
(#2)SHINING COPPER: Run-off speed, have to catch him to beat him—6-1 M.L. 
(#5)MR. MISUNDERSTOOD: Perfect 2-for-2 on the CD grass; fires fresh for Cox 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-2-5 
 
RACE SEVEN—Fleur de Lis Handicap (G2) 
(#3)BLUE PRIZE(ARG): Tactical speed and very consistent; at best on “fast” strip  
(#7)VALADORNA: Runs well off shelf, likes Churchill; sharp works since last race 
(#6)AWESTRUCK: $525,000 filly is as sharp as a tack right now, Irad up; overlay? 
(#9)FARRELL: Speed of the speed will be sent from 9-hole; stays a 9-panel trip? 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-6-9 
 



RACE EIGHT—Stephen Foster Handicap (G1) 
(#6)BACKYARD HEAVEN: Impressive open-length win in 2-turn debut; tractable  
(#1)HONORABLE DUTY: Handy fellow got a shot in the arm of confidence in last 
(#3)HAWAAKOM: Hard-knocking millionaire has placed in 6-of-9 at CD; overlay 
(#7)LOOKIN AT LEE: Showed a new dimension pressing the pace in last outing 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-3-7 
 
RACE NINE—Regret Stakes (G3T) 
(#10)KABELLA: Troubled trip last time, tighter today; won 3 of last 4—6-1 M.L. 
(#8)BEYOND BLAME: Lost all chance on 1st turn in Edgewood; tactical speed a + 
(#11)ROMANTIC MOMENT: Annexed first start against winners; 2-for-2 on grass 
(#9)SECRET MESSAGE: Chances were compromised in Baltimore by soft terrain 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-8-11-9 
 
RACE TEN 
(#1)HONORABLE TREASURE: Three 7F races under belt—cuts back, improving  
(#2)NOTTOWAY: Yet to put forth a poor effort in 2018; lone win was in the slop 
(#6)WYATT’S TOWN: Well-bred, never been off the board; barn is salty off claim 
(#3)BOLD PROPHET: Wide trip and post hurt last time—1-for-9 on “fast” strips 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-6-3 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#3)MY EMINENCE: Liking the turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint move; significant drop  
(#4)AMERICAN GREATNESS: Broke his maiden for a $40K tag at a 7-furlong trip 
(#6)NEWS BOX: Bay sports good form off claim—7F hits him between the eyes 
(#7)MONEYMEISTER: Pressed quick pace, got tired last time; cut back to 7F a + 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-6-7 
 
ALL STAKES PICK 5 TICKET  
Races 5-9—Churchill Downs 
June 16, 2018/50-cent play=$32 
Post time: 7:57 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 5: (#7) Ax Man—1 
Race 6: (#1) Divisidero (#4) World Approval—2 
Race 7: (#3) Blue Prize (Arg) (#6) Awestruck (#7) Valadorna (#9) Farrell—4 
Race 8: (#1) Honorable Duty (#6) Backyard Heaven—2 
Race 9: (#8) Beyond Blame (#9) Secret Message (#10) Kabella (#11) Romantic Moment—4 
* Selections not provided for the Sunday, June 3 program. 


